Kryon is a leader in enterprise automation, offering the only platform on the market which encompasses both Process Discovery and Robotic Process Automation (RPA). This full-cycle solution maximizes ROI and cuts implementation time by up to 80%.

Powered by proprietary AI technology, Kryon Process Discovery™ automatically generates a comprehensive picture of business processes, evaluates them and recommends which ones to automate. Kryon offers attended (desktop) RPA, unattended (virtual-machine-based) RPA, and a hybrid combination of both. The company’s award-winning platform is used by enterprises worldwide, including AIG, EY, Deutsche Telecom, Ferring Pharmaceuticals, HP, Microsoft, Santander Bank, Singtel Optus, Sberbank, Verizon, and Wyndham Hotel Group.
Our Mission
To empower enterprises to optimize their business and increase profitability through automation with best-in-class robotic process automation (RPA) and artificial intelligence (AI).

Your Business Wishlist
Within the dynamic business environment

- Reduce operational costs
- Facilitate automation of processes with zero integration
- Improve employee productivity & satisfaction
- Offer a seamless customer experience
- Eliminate human errors and associated expenses
- Increase revenue

Kryon Automation Suite
The only full-cycle automation solution on the market

While our Full-Cycle Automation Suite is designed to be easy to use for the business professional, the technology that powers them is anything but simple. With five patents for AI-powered computer vision and machine learning technologies, Kryon continues to expand the boundaries of RPA, enabling companies to automate tasks that until recently were considered too complex for robots.
The Kryon Difference

Kryon is a trailblazer in the world of enterprise automation, offering today's most-versatile, comprehensive, and user-friendly set of RPA solutions for businesses of all types. Unlike other RPA vendors, Kryon supports continued process optimization by visualizing companies’ day-to-day activities, discovering their repetitive processes, recommending which processes to automate, and creating automation workflows.

“Kryon’s solution stands apart for its user-friendly, fit-for-purpose platforms, including its simplified visual recognition approach to automation. Coupled with its professional service support, Kryon has proved to be a valued partner in establishing an RPA framework that is strong and self-sustaining.”
Na-il Han, Head of Finance Transformation
Allianz

“We’ve been able to leverage the Kryon Solution to actually increase revenue across the enterprise...And I believe this is an area where other people should really be looking at.”
Scott Strickland, EVP and CIO
Wyndham

---

RPA Implemented 5x Faster

Industry & Platform Agnostic

Patented Computer Vision Technology

Enterprise Grade Security Level

Attested & Hybrid RPA

#1 in

Friendly Business User Interface

Market Leaders in Process Discovery

Kryon FULL-CYCLE AUTOMATION SUITE
Trusted by Leading Global Enterprises

Kryon's solutions are used by businesses around the world, including Fortune 500 companies. Our customers span industries including banking and finance, insurance, telecommunications, healthcare, hospitality, and others. Some of the most common uses are finance and accounting, claims processing, human resources, and customer service.

Strategic Alliances and Partnerships

By partnering with an ecosystem of technology and solution leaders, Kryon offers enterprises a full suite of tools to smooth the path to digital transformation. Our channel partners are RPA experts, ensuring companies get the consulting and professional services to successfully implement and deploy enterprise-grade RPA. Learn More

Industry Recognition

Transform your Business with Kryon’s Full-Cycle Automation

80% Faster RPA Adoption 352% ROI1 70% Increase in Employee Efficiency

1. A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Kryon (May 2020). The Total Economic Impact™ of Kryon: Full-Cycle Automation: Cost Savings and Business Benefits Enabled by Full-Cycle Automation

Start Your Automation Journey Today by visiting kryonsystems.com/live-demo/

Contact Us

+1-800-618-4318
www.kryonsystems.com
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